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cease rioting. They did not, and the troops had to go on, as did
a body of Metropolitan, constables. But next day the riot burned
itself out. Churchill was much attacked over this episode by
the unionists in parliament. His delay, though it sacrificed
property, almost certainly saved life; but it may be that more
drastic action would have checked the rise of strike-violence in
the two following years.
A lull ensued, and 1911 was nearly half through, before the
dispute occurred which precipitated the others. This was the
seamen's and firemen's strike. Seamen and firemen were gener-
ally regarded at that time in the trade-union world as the most
helpless and down-trodden of organized workers. On 14 June
1911 they struck for higher wages and overtime rates; and on
24 June at Southampton the shipping magnates conceded their
demands.1 The effect on restless workers in other trades was
electric. 'If even the seamen can win', they asked, cwhy not we?'
Sporadic strikes followed, particularly among low-paid lab-
ourers2 in engineering works. But the obvious .repercussion was
on the dockers. On 27 July the Port of London Authority
granted *]d. an hour instead of 6d. to the dockers employed by
it. Thereupon those employed (already at yd.) by the shipping
companies demanded 8d. On i August they all came out;
20,000 port workers were idle, and over 20 ocean liners were
held up. Sir Albert Rollit was invited to arbitrate, and awarded
the 8d. Subsidiary disputes with lightermen, coal-porters, and
others were settled by the board of trade; and on n August at
midnight the strike ended to the all-round satisfaction of the
men. Meanwhile the London Carmen's Trade Union had come
out, and (as is difficult to prevent in carmen's strikes) there was
much violence. But on 11 August they, too, secured a settlement
in their favour; just in time for the government to countermand
the sending of 20,000 troops to London. Parallel dock strikes
at Liverpool and Manchester were not so quickly successful. At
Liverpool there was savage rioting. Troops were called in; on
15 August they had to fire, and two men were killed. Some rail-
way porters had struck to help the dockers; the dockers stayed
out to secure reinstatement for these allies; and then the whole
A.S.R.S., which was itching to strike on its own account,
1 The settlement at Liverpool came three days later; but there and at Manchester
there was a complication over dockers and carmen, who had struck in sympathy.
a Sec p. 515 below.

